Case Report: A Rare Variety of Type 4 Monteggia Fracture Dislocation in a 28 Years Old Man
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ABSTRACT

A Monteggia fracture is a fracture of the proximal ulna coupled with a radial head dislocation. Numerous classification systems have been developed to characterize these fractures. Bado classification is most commonly used. Bado type 1 Monteggia fractures are most common while type 3 & 4 are rare entities. In our case, after confirming the diagnosis as type 4 Bado Monteggia fracture dislocation, patient was posted for open reduction and internal fixation. The ulnar and radial fractures were rigidly fixed with 3.5 compression plate and ulnar length restored. However, the radial head was still found to be dislocated anteriorly on fluoroscopy. An attempt of closed reduction of the radial head failed. Open reduction of the radial head was performed under image intensifier and fixed with a Kirschner’s wire followed by immobilization in hyperflexion for 2 weeks. The patient followed up at the end of 2 weeks, 4 weeks and 6 weeks following injury and gradual mobilisation of the elbow joint was made. Further follow up at 6 months and 1 year showed complete return of routine function. As soon as the ulnar length is restored by rigid internal fixation, radial head is itself reduced in majority of Monteggia fracture dislocation where only ulnar fracture is involved. However, in cases of both bone forearm fracture with radial head dislocation, even after restoring the length of ulna and radius, operative reduction of radial head is essential.
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1. Introduction

Fractures of the proximal ulna with a concomitant dislocation of the radial head are uncommon injuries that comprise 5% of all forearm fractures. The injury was first described by Monteggia in 1814. Typically a patient with these types of injuries will complain of pain around the elbow and mechanical block to elbow flexion and forearm rotation \cite{1}. It is important to perform a careful examination of the nerves, especially the posterior interosseous nerve with a reported incidence as high as 17\% \cite{2}.

The combination of injuries known as Monteggia fracture-dislocation is an often treacherous condition to treat. The Monteggia fracture and its variant can be treated conservatively in children, but routinely requires open reduction in adults. The goal of treatment of a Monteggia injury is rigid fixation of fractured ulna which relocates the dislocated radial head \cite{3}. Any residual angulation of the ulna fracture predisposes to subsequent redislocation or subluxation of the radial head. In the adult patient open reduction and internal fixation should be used.

2. Case Report

A 28 years old male patient presented with severe pain and swelling of the right forearm following high velocity road traffic accident while driving his motorbike 1 day back. He also complained of developing deformity of his right forearm following the accident. No complaint of any neural deficit was present.

On examination, severe tenderness along with swelling was noted at the upper third of the right forearm. Bony crepitation and abnormal movement was palpable at the same site. Movement at the right elbow joint was restricted. No neurovascular deficit was noted. A provisional diagnosis of fracture both bone right forearm was made initially.

A radiograph of the right forearm in antero-posterior and lateral views showing both the wrist and elbow joint were obtained immediately. Radiograph showed fracture of proximal third of ulna, anterior dislocation of the radial head and fracture of proximal third of the radius of the right side. The patient was diagnosed to have an uncommon variety of Monteggia fracture-dislocation Bado type 4 (Figures 1 and 2).

The patient was immediately posted for open reduction
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Figure 1. Pre-operative radiograph of the right forearm showing fractures of proximal third of the radius and ulna with anterior dislocation of the radial head.

Figure 2. Pre-operative radiograph of the right forearm showing fractures of proximal third of the radius and ulna with anterior dislocation of the radial head along with normal anatomical wrist joint.

and internal fixation of the Monteggia fracture-dislocation under brachial block. The fractured ulna and radius were rigidly fixed with 3.5 small dynamic compression plate and 3.5 cortical screws. However, in spite of rigid fixation and restoration of ulnar length, the radial head was still found to be dislocated anteriorly on fluoroscopy (Figure 3). An attempt of closed reduction was made. However, stable reduction of the radial head could not be achieved. Open reduction of the dislocated radial head was then performed and fixed with a Kirschner’s wire (Figure 4). Radial collateral ligament was repaired. Reduction was confirmed under image intensifier. The forearm was then immobilized in an above elbow dorsal splint in hyperflexion. One dose of parenteral antibiotics (inj. Cefuroxime and inj. Gentamycin) was given preoperatively followed by one dose intra-operatively and another dose post-operatively. This was followed by oral antibiotics of the same composition for another 5 days. The patient was followed up at the end of 2 weeks with radiographs. Wound healing was satisfactory and radiographs showed restored anatomy. Stitch off done, Kirschner’s wire removed, dorsal splint discarded and collar and cuff sling applied (Figure 5). Gradual mobilization of supination and pronation movements started. Patient was again followed up at 4 weeks with radiograph. Gentle pronation and supination movements were permitted, but extension was not permitted beyond 90°. At 6 weeks, gradual extension movement beyond 90° was started. The patient was again followed up at the end of 6 months and 1 year with serial radiographs. Radiographs confirmed maintenance of satisfactory reduction and full range of motion returned at the right elbow joint (Figures 6-9).

Figure 3. Initial per-operative radiograph showing plate osteosynthesis of both ulna and radius with persistent anterior dislocation of the radial head.

Figure 4. Final post-operative radiograph showing reduction of the dislocated radial head with a Kirschner’s wire along with plate osteosynthesis of radius and ulna.

Figure 5. Radiograph of the right forearm after removal of Kirschner’s wire at 2 weeks follow up with normal congruence of radio-capitellar joint and restoration of length of both radius and ulna.
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3. Discussion

Monteggia fractures are rare but commonly discussed lesions, with increasing complications due to late diagnosis [4]. A Monteggia fracture is a fracture of the proximal ulna coupled with a radial head dislocation. These fractures are an uncommon class of forearm fractures. Numerous classification systems have been developed to characterize these fractures, with the Bado classification being the most common. Bado type 1 Monteggia fractures are most common while type 3 & 4 are uncommon phenomenon [5]. Equivalent Monteggia can occur by associated lesions such as olecranon fracture or radial neck or head fracture. Several mechanisms of injury probably exists, including direct blows to the ulnar aspect of the forearm and a fall with hyperpronation and hyperextension, with the strong supinating force of the biceps pulling the radial head anteriorly as the fracture of the ulna is produced by the compression forces of the fall [6].

Elbow radiographs are the primary diagnostic modality, demonstrating dislocation when a line drawn extending through the radial head from the radial shaft does not penetrate the capitellum in all views [7]. Adolescents often achieve a better prognosis. Non-operative management with closed reduction and cast immobilization often prevails in pediatric patients, dictated by the pattern of the ulnar fracture more so than the direction of the radial head dislocation [8]. However, in adults, operative intervention is frequently indicated because angulation and shortening of the ulna often occur after closed reduction. Although the orthopedic community’s understanding of these fractures has evolved, the fractures themselves remain a challenging clinical phenomenon [9].

The treatment plan usually varies depending on the situation. For acute injuries in which the dislocation of the radial head can be reduced by closed methods, open reduction of the dislocation is not indicated but the frac-
ture of the ulna is rigidly fixed. In the proximal third of
the ulna, where the medullary canal is large, a compres-
sion plate is used. In the middle third, where the me-
dullary canal is small, either a compression plate or a
triangular intra-medullary nail is used [10]. Careful in-
tra-operative radiographic analysis of the radio-capitellar
joint must be made after fixation of the ulnar shaft frac-
ture. Subluxation of the radial head requires open reduc-
tion [10]. For old injuries (>6 weeks old) in which the
dislocation of the radial head has never been reduced or
in which insufficient fixation of the fracture of the ulna
has allowed angulation of the fracture and redislocation
of the radial head, the radial head is excised. If the ulna is
sufficiently angulated or ununited, it is rigidly fixed with
compression plate and supplemented with bone grafts.
Alternatively, if elbow joint instability is present with a
coronoid fracture or collateral ligament damage, the ra-
dial head is reduced, and the ulna is repaired with the
apex posteriorly angled plate [10].

In our case, after confirming the diagnosis as type 4
Bado Monteggia fracture dislocation, patient was posted
for open reduction and internal fixation. The ulnar and
radial fractures were rigidly fixed with 3.5 compression
plate. The radial head was still found to be dislocated
anteriorly on fluoroscopy. An attempt of closed reduction
of the radial head was tried, but it failed. Open reduction
of the radial head was performed under image intensifier
and fixed with a Kirschner’s wire. The forearm was then
immobilized in an above elbow dorsal splint in hyper-
flexion. The patient followed up at the end of 2 weeks
when the Kirschner’s wire was removed and stitch off
done followed by gradual mobilisation of the elbow joint.
Further follow up at 6 months and 1 year showed com-
plete return of routine function.

Complex elbow dislocation associated with radial and
ulnar diaphyseal fractures is a rare combination. Mon-
teggia type 4 fracture-dislocations are complex injuries
with typical specific fracture fragments. Anatomic fixa-
tion of all injury components and avoidance of complica-
tions where possible can lead to a good outcome in these
challenging injuries. The proximal third fractures of the
ulna and radius needs rigid fixation usually with a com-
pression plate. The dislocated radial head usually reduces
following rigid fixation of the fracture and restoration of
ulnar length. However, occasionally as in our case where
both radius and ulna fracture present, it may fail to do so.
In these situation, open reduction and internal fixation
(with Kirschner’s wire) of the dislocated radial head is
required.
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